Global System Coherence
An agent-based approach is inherently distributed and autonomous, but when the communication channels that link the agents are noisy or bandwidth-constrained, the agents will have to make decisions locally, which we hope will be coherent globally. We can trust the agents to act autonomously if they embrace ethical principles that we understand and with which we agree.
To endow agents with ethical principles, we as developers need an architecture that supports explicit goals, principles, and capabilities (such as how to negotiate), as well as laws and ways to sanction or punish miscreants. Figure 1 illustrates such an agent architecture that can support both trust and coherence, where coherence is defined as the absence of wasted effort and progress toward chosen goals.
The lowest level of the architecture enables an agent to behave reactively, that is, react to immediate events. The middle layers are concerned with an agent's interactions with others, while the highest level enables the agent to consider the longterm effects of its behavior on the rest of its society. Agents are typically constructed starting at the bottom of this architecture, with increasingly more abstract reasoning abilities layered on top.
Awareness of other agents and of one's own role in a society, which are implicit at the social commitment level and above, can enable agents to behave coherently. Tambe et al. 1 have shown how a team of agents flying helicopters will continue to function as a coherent team after their leader has crashed, because another agent will assume the leadership role. More precisely, the agents will adjust their individual intentions in order to fulfill the commitments made by the team.
If the agents have sufficient time, they can negotiate about or vote on which agent should become the new leader. When time is short or communication is not allowed, the agents can follow mutually understood social conventions, such as "the agent with the most seniority becomes the new leader."
Ethical Abstractions
Ethics is the branch of philosophy concerned with codes and principles of moral behavior.
2 Most ethical theories distinguish between the concepts of right and good:
I right is that which is right in itself; I good is that which is good or valuable for someone or for some end.
The German philosopher, Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), defined the "categorical imperative" as an absolute and universal moral law (of the form "Do this") based entirely on reason (as distinguished from his "hypothetical imperative," which is based on desire: "Do this if you want that"). We can state the categorical imperative in relation to agent behavior as follows: "Agents should act as if the maxim of their action were to secure through their will a universal law of nature." It provides a source of right action. For example, breaking a "promise" is not right, because if all agents did it, the system they support would not function. Kant's categorical imperative does not contain a way to resolve conflicts of duty. Less stringent formulations specify prima facie duties, which do not bind agents absolutely but instead hold generally: "All other things being equal, keep your promises."
So-called deontological theories, like Kant's, emphasize "right before good." They oppose the idea that the ends can justify the means, and they place the locus of right and wrong in autonomous adherence to moral laws or duties. These theories distinguish intentional effects from unforeseen consequences. That is, an action is not wrong unless the agent explicitly intends for it to do wrong. This legitimizes inaction, even when inaction has predictable but unintended effects. For example, consider a NASA deepspace probe in which an agent is responsible for managing communications with ground control. The agent would not be wrong to shut down the communications link for diagnostics, even if that severed communications of other agents with ground control.
In contrast, teleological theories choose good before right: something is right only if it maximizes the good; in this case, the ends can justify the means. In teleological theories, the correctness of actions is based on how the actions satisfy various goals, not the intrinsic rightness of the actions. Choices of actions can be comparisonbased or preference-based.
Egoism is an ethical theory parallel to utilitarianism: the utilitarian holds that action should maximize the universal good of all agents; the egoist holds instead that action should maximize self-interest. Both theories are teleological, in that they hold that the right thing to do is always to produce a certain good, where good may be interpreted in various ways: What agents need to decide actions are not just universal principles (each can be stretched) and not just consequences, but also a regard for their promises and duties. They have prima facie duties to keep promises, help others, repay kindness, and so on.
In the context of a NASA mission, an agent could repay a kindness to another agent by offering, without being asked, to donate some resource such as excess battery power that it has been allocated but does not need. Imagine that the receiving agent already has enough battery power to accomplish its task, but that the additional power gives it an extra safety margin. There is no ranking among these duties, which are highly defeasible. For example, an agent on a NASA deep-space probe might find it acceptable to monopolize a communication channel to ground control to the detriment of other agents because it values the success of its task without regard to the consequences for other agents. 
Machine Ethics

Nature versus Nurture
What is the source of the robust behavior that a large collection of philosophical agents is expected to show? Wouldn't a collection of agents sharing the same philosophical tenets be susceptible to failing en masse, particularly if they were identical copies?
The answer is no, provided the agents are sufficiently intelligent and capable of modifying their reasoning based on their individual perspectives, which in turn are a result of their experiences. Consider the differences observed between identical twins. Though genetically identical, they develop personality differences as a consequence of their experiences. It is the difference in experience and consequently in perspective that precludes a monoculture of intelligent philosophical agents. On the other hand, if the agents are as dumb as potatoes, then the agent equivalent of an Irish potato famine could well occur.
In a real-world distributed environment, an agent's perception of the world is based on its direct experience and the information it acquires from others. Its perspective is a function of its belief in its own perceptions and what it learns indirectly from the perceptions and beliefs of other agents. Differences in perspective lead to differences in action. Consequently, large collections of intelligent philosophical agents will generate the complex redundancy of diversity and not the simple redundancy of duplication. In this framework, robustness is an emergent property of diversity guided by a common underlying philosophy.
Consider agents modeled on simple ant behavior for path planning. 5 The resulting paths are minimum spanning trees that minimize the energy ants expend in gathering food. Almost as an aside, the point is made that ants wandering entirely off on their own will starve or otherwise die. In our view, there are two critical features to the success of this approach to path planning: I The number of available ants must be sufficiently large so that ants wandering off in the wrong direction and dying do not threaten overall success. I The ants must explore different directions looking for food when they do not detect a pheromone path leading to it.
In other words, the robustness of this planning behavior derives from diverse redundancy even though the behavior of individual ants is quite simple and they all follow the same principles.
Applying Ethics
A philosophical approach to distributed system design presupposes that the components, or agents, can I enter into social commitments to collaborate with others, I change their mind about their results, and I negotiate with others.
However, the ethical theories we have described are theories of justification, not of deliberation. An agent can decide what basic "value system" to use under any approach.
The deontological theories are narrower and ignore practical considerations, but they are only meant as incomplete constraints -that is, the agent can choose any of the right actions to perform. The teleological theories are broader and include practical considerations, but they leave the agent fewer options for choosing the best available alternative.
All of these ethical approaches are single-agent in orientation and encode other agents implicitly. An explicitly multiagent ethics would be an interesting topic for study.
